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Introduction
Explicit feedback—user input regarding their interest in an
item—is the most helpful information for recommendation as it
comes directly from the user and shows their direct interest in
the item. Most approaches either treat the recommendation
given such feedback as a typical regression problem or regard
such data as implicit and then directly adopt approaches for
implicit feedback; both methods, however, tend to yield
unsatisfactory performance in top-𝑘 recommendation. In this
paper, we propose interaction-level preference ranking (IPR), a
novel pairwise ranking embedding learning approach to better
utilize explicit feedback for recommendation. Experiments
conducted on three real-world datasets show that IPR yields the
best results compared to six strong baselines.
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Methodology

Figure (a)

To better exploit the information encoded in different
magnitudes of user preferences (explicit feedback) for
recommendation, we propose interaction-level
preference ranking (IPR), a unified and interaction-level
embedding learning framework for explicit feedback. In
particular, IPR changes the main idea of many pairwise
ranking recommendation algorithms from node-level
modeling to interaction-level modeling and clusters
interactions with similar (or same) ratings
in a self-supervised manner for explicit feedback.
To construct the framework, we leverage Bayesian
preference ranking (BPR), a prevalent concept in the
recommendation literature for implicit feedback. The
basic training unit for a typical BPR-based algorithm is the
node triplet (𝑢,𝑖, 𝑗) and relation 𝑖 ≻u 𝑗 denotes that user
𝑢 prefers item 𝑖 over item 𝑗 . Using a similar concept, we
change the picture by altering the basic unit—the node
triplet—to an interaction triplet. Let 𝐿 be the set
containing all user-item interactions, where each element
lrui ∈ 𝐿 denotes a user-item interaction in which user 𝑢
interacts with item 𝑖 with 𝑟 as the user rating.

Then the basic trainig unit can be formulated as the middle part of Fig (a), where the blue
interaction is considered “more similar” to the target interactionn while the pink interaction
is considered “more irrelevant”. We propose a sampling stratgy to construct the basic
trainig unit. To elaborate, we take Fig (a) as an example. Given an interaction between user u
and i with a specific rating r5 , we first sample an item i+ that user u has interacted with and
to which she has assigned an identical rating r5, according to which we further sample a user
u+ who has interacted with item i+ and given the same rating r5 to construct a positive
interaction (blue interaction) regarding to the black target interaction. For the negative
interaction, we simply set it to be any interaction but the possible positive interactions to
the target interaction. An interaction is a combination of user embedding and an item
embedding, then we optimize the embeddings (matrix) with maximum posterior estimator
to maximize the log likelihood of the positive interaction regarding the target interaction.
After training, dot product between a user embedding and an item embedding is calculated
as the score.

Results

Ablation Study
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Table (a) presents the performance of the proposed IPR in comparison to the
six baselines on the three datasets. We evaluated the top-𝑘 recommendation
performance with 𝑘 ∈ {1, 3, 10}; the evaluation on a smaller 𝑘 is to test the
ability of first-glance recommendation and larger values of 𝑘 are for
“continuous scrolling” recommendation. The best results are set in boldface,
and the † symbol indicates the best performing method among all the baselines.
We can observe that IPR yields the best results on all evaluation metrics across
all datasets with performance improvements up to 22.17% and 14.67% in recall
and nDCG, respectively, which attests the effectiveness of our model. We can
also observe that Compared to the performance regarding positions like 𝑘 =
10, IPR performs remarkably well for positions 𝑘 = 1, 3, suggesting that the
proposed interaction-level modeling to include all rating magnitudes is
advantageous to top-position recommendation.

To further determine whether the proposed
IPR effectively encompasses lower rating data,
we twist the original setting of IPR (which
considers all ratings for model training) into
“IPR (rating>3).” The experiments of IPR
(rating>3) follow the conventional settings in
which only ratings larger than three are
included into the modeling process. The two
are compared in Table 4, which attests to our
hypothesis that all rating data represent
valuable insight and thus should be included in
the modeling process

